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You have asked. I have answered. Here is
the collection of books 1-4 of the Future
Jumper series. All complete, all together,
and ready for your uninterrupted reading
pleasure. Please keep your eyes open for
the last chapter of the series, book 5
entitled Worlds Unbound Available late
winter 2013! ***** It only took five beats
from the moment he jumped, but those
seemed an eternity. One. The wind
punished Aiden, shoving, and wrenching at
his ruined clothes. Two. His arms stretched
out, the magic built around him forming a
bubble in time. Three. The scene of
potential death burned itself into his
memory, even with eyes closed. Four. In an
instant a tunnel opened, seemingly to pass
through the air itself. Five. ***** Aiden
and Jess were only working on a science
experiment to prove that the speed of light
could in fact be broken. What they didnt
expect is what would happen when they
actually did it. Time itself factures and
Aiden is thrown forward into a future
where humanity seems to be gone. Plants
and animals survive, but the planet is in
ruins. Through fate and a little help of
magic returned he manages to find a way to
jump into his own past, and attempt to
correct what he broke. With each jump
back Aiden unknowingly pulls someone
else into his future. Those lucky few also
find themselves with new power to go with
the changed world. * * * * * Jane was
ready to let her life end, her illness pushing
her to the brink of death. In her last
moments she found new life, and health. *
* * * * Casey was a daredevil. His desire
to find the next rush pushed him ever
higher, the winds of change a close friend.
* * * * * Francis was on the run. The fires
that burned inside her couldnt be put out,
only muzzled for a short while. Her
troubled nature led her to fall for the wrong
man, or men. The final chapter to the saga
is now in the works. Please watch my blog
for updates! JamieHeppner.blogspot.com
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Or find me on twitter #Scorpedo Thank
you for the read and I hope you enjoy my
work!
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